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I. INTRODUOTION

A~ Introduction and Analysis of Previous Studies

It is the purpose of this study to learn more of the

real value of the Latin language and to present evidence that

would urge its retention in the schools of today.

Rapid changes in curricula are necessitated by the light

ning-like progress in thought, in industry, and especially in

the world of science. Our schools must keep step and fit

their curricula to these changing needs.

This is a practical age; it is the day of the automobile

and airplane, of the radio and of television. Commercialism

encroaches into the field of intellectualism, and the ideals

of Mercury are more likely to be respected than those of

Minerva.

On account of this tendency towards practicality, vo

cational and industrial schools have sprung up allover the

country. Doubtless such schools have a place in the general

plan of education for the youth of today, yet there is an

apparent danger that we carry the practical aspect of our

training too far.

There are many individuals who insist that the schools

retain only such sUbjeots that prove of utilitarian value,

and on the basie of this argument, these same people plead

that Latin be dropped from our school programs.

With BUChobje ctions in mind, the wri te:t'. i~ led into

the 0011sideration of the real value of Latin~i'~~~ e:i,~'~mPts""
to 'Qlte evidence urging that Latin be taUgii1/··i~~[·:2tlnor~.,: ~.::

1
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years to all high sohool students.

Even prominent,eduoators differ in their opinionsre-

garding the value of Latin, and several have made studies

to learn more of the aotual results of suoh training.

We shall first oonsider some of the values that these

investigators olaim for Latin.

They insist that Latin helps one to use better English

and to understand oertain literary seleotions, and that it

aids espeoially in the interpretation of many legal and

soientifio terms. ~n order to aoquire the greatest value

from the study' of Latin, educators have in mind specifio

objeotives in the teaohing of Latin as follows:

1. Ability to read new Latin after the study of the

language in sohoo1 or college has ceased.

2. Increased ability to understand Latin words, phrases,

abbreviations and quotations occurring in English.

3. Inoreased ability to understand the exact meaning

of English words derived directly or indirectly from Latin,

.and increased accuracy in their use.

4. ~ncreased ability to read English with correot

understanding.

5. Inoreased ability to speak and v~ite correct and

effeotive English through training in adequate translation.

6. Increased ability to spell English words of Latin

derivation.

7. Inoreased knowledge of the prinoip1es of English

grammar, and a consequently increased ability to speak and

write~English grammatioa11y oorreot.
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8. Increas~dabilitytolearn the, technical and semi

teo~ia$l terms of Latin origin employed in other school

studies and in professions and vocations.

9. The development of certain desirable habits and

ideals which are subject to spread, such as habits of sus

tained attention, orderly procedure, overcoming obstacles,

perseverance; ideals of achievement, accuracy and thorough

ness; and the cultivation of certain general attitudes, such

as dissatisfaction with failure or with partial success.

10. The development of the habit of discovering identi

cal elements 'in different situations and experiences, and

of making true generalizations.

11. The development of correct habits of reflective

thinking applioable to the mast~ry of other subjects of

study and to the solution of analogous problems in daily

life.

12. Increased ability to make formal logical analyses.

13. The development of an historical perspective and

of a general cultural background through an increased know

ledge of facts relating to the life, history, institutions,

mythology and religion of the Romans; an increased appreci

ation of the influence of their civilization on the course

of western civilization; and a broader understanding of
•

aocial and political problems of today.

14. tncreased ability to understand and appreciate re-

ferences and allusions to the mythology, traditions and his

tor;.y()f the Greeks and Romans.

15. ~he develppment.ofright attitudes toward sooial
.. ,·",.li.,·,_..",.,

.$1tuatlClflS .'
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16. A better acquaintance through the study of their

writings with some of the chief personal characteristics of

the authors read.

17. Development of an appreciation of the literary

qualities of Latin authors read, and development of a capa

ci ty for' such appreciation in the literatures of other

languages.

18. A greater appreciation of the elements of literary

technique employed in prose and verse.

19. Improvement in the literary quality of the pupil's

written English.

20. An elementary knowledge of' the general principles

of language structure.

21. Increased ability to learn other foreign languages.

While not all the above objectives will be considered

in this particular study those tr..at pertain to general schol-

arship, English, science, foreign language, mathematics, and

social studies will be considered.

The previous studies which have been made and which

pertain to the particular objectives used in this study will

be given attention. An analysis of these follows:

The Walker stUd~ based upon an examination of the read

ing material contained in leading newspapers and popular

magazines, shows that pupils who progress beyond the elemen

tary stage in their reading of English will encounter much

'i
L. V. Walker, The Latin of Current Periodicals and

Newepape~!h)A, doator' s: dissertation at the university of
Wieoonsfii\ 1923. " >
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material o:f this sort. In the reading material examined,

exolusive o:f 499 Latin words naturalized as English, there

were 997 different Latin \~rds :found, with a total number

of oocurrenoes amounting to 4,513. Thirty-eight different

Latin abbreviations were found, some of which have been

naturalized as English, with a total number o:f occurrences

amounting to 11,245. The plurals of 81 different Latin

words were found, with a total number of occurrences

amounting to 1,391.

This objective was regarded as valid for the secondary

course as a whole by ninety-four per cent of the teachers

filling out the general questionnaire.

The Henmon study~ based on the results of tests given

to several thousand Latin and non-Latin pupils in each of

the various years of the secondary course, shows that Latin

pupils are distinctly superior to non-Latin pupils in their

ability to interpret these Latin elements in English read

ing. However, we agree with Professor Her~on that this

objective, involving as it does a more or less direot use

of Latin; should be attained in a far higher degree than is

the case at present.

i "
'2

T '(The' Clas.teal Investigation, Part II, ChapterI, Section 14.
. ,:~, ,~~~ '(~"!t_ I:~~ :, t," ':," 10 . ~)'

.....:......~ ...... ,., ......,' '4·..... ...._.', ...._,



.11.' A DISCUSSION OF TEN OF THE OBJEC.TIVES IN TEE

TEACHING OF LATIN

A. Objective No.3 - Increased ability to understand the
exact meaning of English words derived direotly

or indirectly from Latin, and increased
accuracy in their use.

Obviously the ability to understand the exact meaning

of English wo rds derived directly or indi rectly from Latin,

along with the increased accuracy in their use is of great

val ue in acquiring the rna. stery of the mother tongue.

The Thorndike-Grinstead study~ based upon a count of

over 7,000,000 running words, shows that fifty-two per cent

of the 17,303 English words most commonly occurring in the

reading material examined are of Latin origin. Adding the

words derived from Greek, largely through Latin, the total

number of those English words of classical origin is sixty

three per cent.

This objective was regarded as valid for the course

as a whole by ninety-eight per cent Of the teachers filling

out the general questionnaire.

The Thorndike~Ruger studies~ based on results of the

Oarr test, given to several thousand Latin and non-Latin

pupils and covering a period of two ye ars, show that pupils

who had studied Latin for two semesters mde an average

1. .
The Olassical Investigation, Part II, Chapter IV, Seotion 2.

2
E..~ L. Thorndike and G. J. Ruger, "The Effeot of First-Year

Latin l1pon. a::.IUJ.0wledge of~gl ish\torq,sof Latin Derivation, n

School 2" aocietz, September: l, 1923, 1'1'. 260-270.

6
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growth in their kno~edge of English words derived directly

from Latin two and one-half times greater than that made by

their non-Latin classmates of the same initial ability, and

that those pupils who had studied Latin for four semesters

made an average superior growth in their knowledge of these

words several times greater than that made by non-Latin

pupils of the same initial ability. This superior growth

of the Latin pupils is more notioeable in the first semes-

ter than in any suooeeding semester of the two years cover

ed by the tests. These tests are designed to measure growth

in passive vooabulary, that is, in reading and hearing vo-

oabnlary; but since the test requires the pupil to ohoose

between five different words offered as interpretations of

each of the test words, it is also in a sense a test of the

pupiltsactive vocabulary, that is, his speaking and writing

vooabular,y. It may be assumed, moreover, that an inorease

'in a pupills passive vocabulary ultimately results in an

inorease in his aotive vooabulary. The superior growth of

Latin pupils in vooabular,y is not uniform throughout the

schools tested. The average growth in vooabulary by sohools

varies from practioally nothing to almost the entire amount

possible within the limits of the tests used. The Grinstead

study3Shows that this variability in growth bears a direct

relation to the extent to whioh this objeotive has been kept

in mind in the teaohing ~f the Latin course. The studies of

,Ha.ax.blenand Haskell, based on results secured in the Philadelphia

,3
'r The O.;Lassioal Investigation, Part II, Chapter I, Section 9.
~'" -

"':'i ".'-J. ' •
........ I ~.,. ..... I. .. \, c> ".,.,' ,I \ '. _', ,"



B. Objeotive No.4 - Increased ability to read
English with correct understanding.

8

aontrolled experiment in teaching English ~erivatives, show

that by the conscious, adaptation of material and method to

the attainment of this objective. These studies Show further

more that the classes which made this superior growth in know

ledge of English vocabulary also made higher scores in the

Latin comprehension tests than did the classes Which made no

special effort to connect Latin with English.

Of the teachers \IDO in the general questionnaire indicated

that they regarded this objective as valid, sixty-six per cent

considered that results in their own schools were satisfactory.

The fullest development of the ability to read English

comprehensively is of fundamental importance to every boy and

girl. The relationship between growth in English vocabulary

and the study of Latin was pointed out in the discussion of

the preceding objective under A. An important problem

awaiting further study is the determir~tion of the extent

to which the various mental processes employed in learning

to read Latin may be expected to increase the pupills power

to read English of increasing diffioulty.

The Thorndike studies~ based upon results of tests given

to-Latin and non-Latin pupils through a period of two years,

show that Latin pupils made a slightly superior growth in

the ability to read English over that made by non-Latin pupils

of the same initial ability. In certain schools this superior

,.4E• L. Thorndike, "The Influence of First-Year Latin Upon
Abili ty to Read English," School and Soc ietl" XVII (February,

" 192~), pp. 1&5-168.
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growth of Latin pupils was very marked. .

Of those teachers Who indicated in the general question

naire that they regarded this objective as valid, fifty-seven

per cent considered that the results secured in their own

schools were satisfactory.

o. Objective No.5 - Increased ability to speak
and write correct and ~ffective English

through adequate training in
translation.

Adequate training in the translation of Latin into Eng

lish: imposes tp,e enlarging of one l s vocabulary and this in

turn increases one's ability to speak and write correct, ef-

fective English. The contribution which the study of Latin

may make to a knowledge of English words derived from Latin

has already been discussed. The Thorndike-Ruger studies

show that in the non-Latin words of the Carr test Latin

pupils during the first and second semesters made no gain over

the non-Latin pupils of the same initial ability, but that

during the second year, when the translation of continuous

discourse common1y becomes a prominent element in the study

of Latin, the Latin pupils made a somewhat greater growth in

their knowledge of non-Latin words than did non-Latin pupils

of the same initial ability. The Thorndike studies based

upon results of the Thorndike Test of Word Knowledge, which

oonsists of words of less average difficulty than those in

the Carr test, show that the Latin pupils made a slightly

greater growth than that made by non-Latin pupils of the
-..,

~$Ule ·.in~ti$l ab~li ty ,b.utthat the difference in growth by
.. ,',.

a~ine'BtE,ra is too alight to warrant a concluai on aa to the
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oauee of the superiority.

In emphasizing' the value of translation as a means of

increasing the pupills ability to speak and write ~glish

it is assumed that translation involves the expression in

English of a thought already comprehended in Latin, and not

a mere exohange of verbal symbols. The extent to which

translation oontributes to the attainment of this objective

depends therefore not only upon comprehension of the thought

in the Latin, but also upon the adequacy of the English em

ployed in translating the thought comprehended.

Ninety-six per cent of the teachers filling out the

general questionnaire expressed the opinion that pupils

should be regUlarly required to translate prepared assign

ments into idiomatic English. Data are available to show

the extent to Which idiomatic English is actually secured

in classroom translation of prepared assignments. In con

nection with the preparation of the Leonard translation

scales 5written translations of passages from Caesar, Cicero

and Vergil were secured from several thousand pupils. These

translations were written in class with the aid of vocabu-

lary and notes, after the passages had been assigned for

outside preparation. Fully forty-six per cent of the 1,288

Caesar IBssages translated by fourth-seme ster pupils were

rated by a jury of Latin teachers as below the standard of

5
s. A. Leonard, "Soales for Improving the Quality of

''rranslation,'"'' The Classical Investigation, Part II, Chapter
I,V·, 'Section 7. -
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26.

standard of classroom translation is evident.

H. Briggs~ "The Effect of Latin
Sohool Review, (Deoember, 1923),

The high value of the ability to speak and write gram-

D. Objeotive No. 7 - Increased kno~aedge of the
principles of English grammar and a con
sequently increased ability to speak and

write grammatically oorreot English.

Of the teachers who in the general questionnaire in-

dioated that they regarded this objective as valid, forty-

$ooeptability as English. In the Miller-Briggs stUdy60f

olassroom translations of Cioero it v~s found that thirty

four per oent of the translations showed complete failure

to oomprehend the thought of the passage and that an ad

ditional forty per oent fell below the standard of aooept

able English. From this showing it is obvious that new and

improved methods of teaching are highly desirable. It

should be remembered, however, that the power of expreSsion

in English is very low among high school students generally.

For example, the standard for eleventh-grade pupils on the

Nassau English Composition Soale is only 7 out of a possible

" ,'.!

two per oent considered that satisfactory results were being

secured in their own schools. The need for raising the

6
(~.. ·lh Miller and -T.

TrEUlslation on English,"
pp ..., 756~7p2.,

matioally oorreot English is not questioned, but it is often

questioned whether this ability is dependent upon knowledge

of the principles of English grammar. The Kirby English
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Grammar Teat, shows that the coefficient of correlation

between ability to choose the correct grammatical form and

ability to ohoose the grammatical principle involved is

.65. The oharters-Ullman study of 25,000 language errors

shows that twenty-two per cent of the errors made were due

to failure to understand or to apply syntactical principles

common to Latin and English, and that an additional seventy

three per cent of these errors are of such a nature ~hat

they are remediable through the study of Latin.

This objective, so stated as to be susceptible to a

somewhat broader interpretation, was regarded as valid for

the course as a whole by ninety-seven per cent of the

teaohers filling out the general questionnaire.

The Thorndike study, based on the results of tests run

through a period of one year, shows that pupils who had stud

ied Latin for two semesters made a growth both in ability to

use the correct English form and in ability to state the prin-

oiple governing the correct usage ten per cent greater than

that made by their non-Latin classmates of the same initial

ability. The Bates study, based on the results of the Iowa

oontrolled experiment, shows that Latin pupils made a greater

gain than non-Latin pupils in a series of grammar tests, and

that by a oonsoious adaptation of method to the attainment

of this objective a gain can be secured more than double the

gain resulting when no special effort is made to attain this

objeotive.

Of.the teaohers who indicated in the general questionnaire

that ,they regarded this objective as valid, seventy-two con-

'sldera4>;tha~,S4t~,Etfa.otory results were being seoured in their
';':",~, ~,.• "., _.~ ,j.'_.• ~.,.- ~~" ,'''.

,1, I~ >..:~ ,flJ ~
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E." Objective No.8 - Increased ability to learn the
technical and semi-technical terms of Latin origin

employed in other school studi.es and in .
professions and vocations.

own schools.

'10• o. Scheok, "The Validity of Certain Objectives in
the Teach~ng of Latin"

'." 8', ," ..,., .
. . o. o. Enlow t An Anflt~i~ of the Tec:b.nical and Semi-

h Technical VocabularIes ~ log -SChOOf Textbooks, --s:- T. U. of
iowa.
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The Pressey study90f the vocabularies of commonly used

high school textbooks in mathematics, the sciences, history

and the languages shows that of the words presumably un

familiar (including technical and semi-technical terms) over

fifty per cent are of Latin origin.

This objective was regarded as valid for the secondary

course as a whole by eighty-one per cent of the teachers who

answered the general questionnaire. In the score card this

objective was ranked respectively eleventh, thirteenth,

eighteenth and nineteenth for the four years of the course.

Of those teachers who indicated in the general question

naire that they regarded this objective as valid, forty-four

per cent considered that satisfactory results were being

secured in their own schools.

F. Objective No. 21 - Increased ability to learn
other foreign languages.

The McGorey study shows that while the most important

single element common to Latin and French is found in vo

cabulary, there are many principles and details of Latin

grammar that apply also to Frenoh.

The Scheck stUdy shows that of 10,435 pupils who entered

high school in 1914,1915, 1916 and 1917 and began the study

of Latin, 42 per oent studied French, 13 per cent Spanish,

and 26 per cent German during their high school course.

Other available data indicate that the great decrease in the

l 9
... ,L.O.Pressey, The Vocabulari.es .2! High School Sub.ieots,

PUblio School Publishing Co., 1924.
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study of German during the Viar was accompanied by a corres

ponding increase in'the study of French and Spanish. Furthe!p

more, if information were available concerning the ,number of

pupils who ultimately began the study of one or more of these

languages in college, these percentages would be somewhat

increased.

This objective was considered valid for the course as

a whole by ninety-one of the teachers answering the general

questionnaire.

The Henmon study, based on tests in vocabulary and sen

tence translatlon, given to several thousand Latin and non

Latin pupils at the end of their first year of French, shows

t~~t when the scores of Latin and non-Latin pupils are com

pared without reference to the general ability of the two

groups the average score of Latin pupils is markedly higher,

but that when Latin pupils are compared with non-Latin pupils

on the basis of equal general scholarship the larger part of

the superiority of the Latin pupils disappears. The super

iority remaining, though measurable, is small, amounting in

the vocabulary test of 50 words to .56 words for two semes

ter Latin pupils, increasing to 2.10 words for four-semes

ter Latin pupils. In the translation test consisting of

twelve sentences the Euperiority of Latin pupils on a paired

basis is .41 sentences for two-semester Latin pupils, and

.40 sentences for four-semester Latin pupils, increasing to

1.03 sentences for six-semester Latin pupils. The results

of tests given to the same pupils at the end of their second

Y$ar of French, show that the superiority of Latin pupils
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observable at the end of the first year qf French is not

apparent at the end, of the second year.

The Kirby study~O based on the records of students at

the State University of Iowa, shows that under present con

ditions of teaching Latin and .l!'rench the student l s chances

of success in first-year French in college are slightly

increased in proportion to the number of years he has stud

ied Latin in school. T~e Hill study, made under the direc-

tion of Professor Kirby and with his full approval, shows

too t "Latin pursued in the high school has a significant

positive correlation with success in first-seme ster French

in the University of Iowa." This is specially notable in

the case of students who offered three or four years, in

stead of two years, of Latin for college entrance. The

sum of the authorls conclusions is that "the correlation

between intelligence and grades in French was very little

greater than the correlation between study in Latin and

grades in French. This means tlmt, given the intelligence

necessary for college entrance, Latin study is about as im

portant'a factor for success in French as superior intel-

ligence." The general results of the Hill study confirm the

results found in the Heald study. The Cole study~l based on

the records of students at Oberlin College, shows that the

. ··1()
T. J. Kirby, "Latin as a Preparation for French,fI

School and Society, (November 10, 1923), pp. 563-569.

11
L. E. Cole,"Latin as a Preparation for French and

Spanieh,n'Sc:h:601 and Society, XIX (May 24,1924),
pp. 618-622.
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student's chances of success in first-yea~ French or Spanish

in college are slightly increased in proportion to the number

of years he has studied Latin in school. The results of the

Cleveland controlled experiment show that by better corre

lation in the teaching of Latin and ~rench in school the a

mount of Latin-French transfer oan be very greatly increased.

Much of the responsibility for using advantageously the cor

relation between Latin and the Romanoe languages rests upon

teachers of the latter languages. Romance textbooks and

methods whioh take into account the fact that many students

of these languages have previously studied Latin naturally

lead to richer results.

Of the teachers Who in the general questionnaire indi-

cated that they regarded this objective as valid, seventy

seven per cent considered that satisfactory results were

being secured in their own schools. Here it seems probable

that the judgment of the teachers is too favorable.

G. Objective No. 9 - The development of certain desirable
habits and ideals which are sUbjeot to spread, such as
habits of sustained attention, orderly procedure, over
coming obstacles, perseverance, ideals of achievemen~,

aocuracy and thoroughness, and the cultivation of
oertain general attitudes such as dissatisfaction

with failure or with partial sucoess.

While it is obvious that the transfer and development

of the mental habits listed above belong not alone to the

provinoe of Latin teaching, it is the responsibility of

Latin teachers of so organizing the content and method of

the Latin course that it shall make its greatest possible

oontribution to the attainment of the oommon objective.
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If these mental traits can be develQped through the

study of Latin and if their spread to other situations and. ,
experiences can be effected, then the importance of this

objective for all pupils who are studying Latin is evident.

Practically all the psychologists who contributed to the

symposium on disciplinary objectives in the study of Latin

expressed the opinion that these traits, if developed in

the study of Latin, are sUbject to spread. This indicates

a very marked change in the opinion of psychologists during

the last twenty years. The majority of these psychologists

expressed the 'opinion that the transfer of the se mental

traits to other fields is automatic only to a slight extent,

if at all.

Practically all these psychologists, including those

who believe that there is some automatic transfer, are agreed

that the extent and amount of this transfer can be increased

in proportion to the extent to Which favorable conditions as

to method are provided. Of these over seventy per cent ex-

I pressed the view that conscious generalization is essential

,i or desirable. This means that to guarantee a considerable

\ transfer the common element to be transferred must be brought

specifically to the pupil's attention and generalized into

a principle, and the application of the principle to other

fields made clear. The standard set for the preparation of

t~e regular Latin work should then be setup as an end worth

striving for, not only in Latin but in all subjects. "The

real problem of transfer is a problem of so organizing the

mEl1ihod of traini:n.g that it will carryover in the minds of
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,

the students to other fields."

This objective'was regarded as valid for the course
I

as a whole by ninety-three per cent of the teachers answer

ing the general questionnaire.

It is eVident, however, that habits, ideals and at-

titudes will not be transferred unless they are actually

developed in the original training. The Brueckner stud~2

based upon the results of tests given throughout the country,

shows wide variability in the extent to which these mental

traits have been exemplified in the mastering of Latin it

self. The Crathorne studyl3shows that the correlation in

the marks secured by pupils Ln sequential courses in Latin

exhibit a very close inner relationship and therefore are

more effecti~ for the cumulative development of habits es-

sential to the successful study of Latin. A supplementary

study by Crathorne shows, furthermore, that there is a higher

correlation between marks in first-year Latin and marks in

other subjects in the three years following than is true of

any other first-year subject. Experimental studies are need

ed to determine Whether this relatively close relation be-

tween the study of first~year Latin and the study of succeed

ing subjects is due to the presence of common content-elements,

to a transfer of general habits acquired through the study of

Latin, to the fact that Latin selects pupils of a higher aver

age ability, or to two or all of these factors working

12 .
L. J. Brueokner, "The Status of Certain Basic Latin

SkillS," Journal of Educational Research, May, 1924, pp. 390-402.

l3A• R. Crathorne, "The Theory of Correlation, Applied to
School Grades," The H~rgani~ation of Mathematics 1£ Secondary

.Et\uoe.tion, pp. 1'0'5='12. . . .
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together.

Of those te achers \'h 0 in the gene reI que st ionnaire in-
t

dicated that they regarded this objective as valid, fifty-

six per cent considered that results being secured in their

own schools were satisfactory.

H. Objective No. 11 - The development of correct habits
of reflective thinking applicable to the mastery of

other sUbjects of stUdy and to the solution of
analogous problems in daily life.

Reflective thinking may be defined as that mental opera

tion in which present facts suggest other facts in such a way

as to induce belief in the latter on the basis of the former.

It includes the observation of pertinent facts, suspense of

jUdgment pending examine tion of the facts, comparison of the

facts ob served to dis cover significant re la tions, the re lating

of cause and effect, the mking of a final inference or jUdg

ment, and the use of a conclusion thus reached in the solution

of analogous problems. Everyone has constant need of drawing

such inferences; for the reasoning process involved is es

sentially the same, whether it concerns a carefully worked

out ecientific experiment or the ordinary affairs of daily

life. Ii Latin is so taught that the drawing of St1.ch infer

ences becomes an integral part of the pupil's method of stUdy

and is' so taught that the habit thus established carries

over into fields outside of Latin, it is obvious that this

objective becomes of vital :t.mportance to every Latin pupil.

The most noteworthy recent study in this field is that of

e. ,

, ,
" "

,.~ :'\ ,. >
~ ,\ !' , "
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teachers in the general questionnaire as most valuable for

above. It is a significant fact that methods recommended by

High ,School
XV (January,

The answers of teachers to questions in that section of

the general questionnaire which is devoted to methods reveal

a practically unanimous opinion that the methods commonly

used at present in studying the various elements of Latin

should be so modified as to meet the two conditions stated

aspects of ,relational thinking given to several thousand tenth

grade pupil~, shows that the amount of growth produced by cer

tain school subjects in the ability measured by this test

varies so slightly that no definite conclusions can be drawn

therefrom.

Thorndike. This studY74based on results 'of a te st in certain

drawing of such inferences, and which were accordingly re-

the study of vocabulary, syntax, forms and the comprehension

and translation of the Latin sentence for the sake of pro

gress in Latin itself are precisely those which involve the

co~mended by the teachers as most likely to lead to the at

tainment of this objective.

This objective was regarded as valid for the secondary

oourse as a whole by ninety-one per cent of the teachers

answering the general questionnaire.

Of those teachers who indicated that they regarded this

objective as valid, fifty-one per cent considered that results

in their ovm schools were satisfactory.

14
.,:E. L. Thorndike, "Mental Discipline in

Stud~eaf~!.Tpu~al.2!Educational Psychology,
1924}, pp.- !-a4.
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I. Objective No. 13 - Development of an historical per-
spective and of a general cultural background through
an increased knOwledge of facts relating to the life,
hi's tory" institutions, mythology and religion of the
Romans; an increased appreciation of the influence of
their civilization on the course of western civil
ization; and a broader understanding of social

and political problems of today.

The results of the Davis-Hicks true-false test: 5 run

with Latin and non-~atin pupils Who were completing their

third year1s work in high school without having studied

ancient history, show a marked superiority of three-year

Latin pupils over non-Latin pupils of the same general schol

astic ability in their knowledge of outstanding historical

facts connected with the content and background of Caesar's

Gallic War and of the orations of Cicero cOlnmonly read. The

superiority of two-year Latin pupils over non-~atin pupils

in that section of the test concerned with the content and

background of Caesaris Gallic War was somewhat less marked.

The degree of attainment of the three-year and two-year Latin

pupils as compared with the non-Latin pupils of the same gen

eral scholastic ability was found to be nearly the same in

the case ,of those third-year high school pupils who had stud

ied ancient history. Hesults of the DaviS-Hicks test on the

content and background of Caesaris Gallic War, given to Latin

and non-Latin pupils who were completing their second year in

high achool, show an average superiority on the part of two

ye~r Latin pupils over non-Latin pupils of the same general

scholastio ability was found to be nearly the same in the case

15
'·~he Classioal Investigation, Part II, Chapter I, Section 16.
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of those third-year high school pupils wh9 had studied ancient

history. Results of' the Davis-rlicks test on the content and

background of uaesar's ~allic War, rlill with Latin and non

Latin pupils who were completing their second year in high

school ,show an average superiority on the part of t'wo-year

Latin pU}Jils over non-£atin })upils , although this superiority

is very slight in those portions of the test concerned with

the larger historical implications of the text. A stUdy of

the methods used in teaching the various classes tested shows

a close relation between the amount of emphasis placed on the

historical content and background of the text read and the

class median scores.

The Hicks study~6based upon the Pittsburgh controlled ex-

periment, shows that with a more discriminating emphasis upon

the important historical implications of the text read, a

much better grasp of the historical content and background

can be secured than was found to be the case in the country

as a whole.

Of those teachers who indicated in the general question

naire that they regarded this objective as valid, forty-one

per cent considered that satisfactory results were being se

cured in their OVID schools. There is evident need of better

adaptation of the content and methods to the attainment of

this obje ctive •

16
, E. E. Hioks, Controlled Experiment in th~ Teaching of

~ H~,storloal GontE3nt and Background '01 Cae sarrs Gallic Wa'r,
,a,dooto:rls dissertation at the University of Pittsburg.
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J.Objective No. 14 - Increased ability to understand
and appreciate references and allusions to the

mythology, traditions and history of the
Greeks and Romans.

The ability to appreciate the si gnificance of the numer-

ous references and allusions in the books and magazines most

commonly read by high school boys and girls adds greatly to

the pleasures of reading and to the development of a cultural

background for future reading.

The studies170f King and Bunyan, based on an examination

of the material found in books and in contemporary magazines

and newspapers usually read by high school pupils, show that

there were 5,242 definite references to characters, places,

events, and ideas connected with the history and life of the

Greeks and Romans.
18The Grise study, based upon the answers returned by

3,600 fourth-year high school pupils, contains a list of all

the reasons assigned by these pupils for having continued

the study of Latin for four years. In so far as the reasons

here given relate to educational values they are also signi

ficant for the evaluation of the objectives concerned. The

following list includes the reaSons given by the pupils as

being chiefly responsible for their continuing the study of

Latin for four years and the percentage of pupils Who gave

17
R. B. King,Clsssical Allusions in Certain Newspapers

~ Magazines.

18
F. C. Grise, Content and Method in High School Latin,

A doctor's dissertation at the George Peabody College for
Teachers, 1924.
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I believed four years' study of the same sub-

I found it helped in acquiring good habits of

47%

47%

4%

6%
23%

............

entrance ••.••.••

.................

·....................
·....................

·....................

·.........................ject a good thing

Especially in vocabulary ••.••••••••••• 29%

EspecJ.·ally J.·n 161%grammar •.•••.•••••••••••

Especially Vergil

Especially Cicero

Especially Gaesar

Especially in Spanish ...•.•••.•••••••• 11%

Other me:asons •..•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 5%

tra l.nl.ng .................................•. - 4'71~

study 21%

I liked L'atin 36%

My special friends were taking Latin
\

I expeoted to teach Latin ••••••••••••••••••••••• 6%

Latin -0$ my easiest SUbject •••••••••••••••••••• 4%

Latin was easier than some_other subjects ••••••• 16%

I had to haVE it for graduation from school •.••• 12%

I had to have Latin for college

I found Latin helped in English

Teachers or principal advised it ••••.••••••••••• 22%

Especially in literature •••••••••••••• 2%

I believed that the study furnished good mental

I found it helped in the study of other languages 33%

Especially in French •.•.••..••.••••••• 21%

Parents or guardian insisted •••••••••••••••••••• 19%

each of these reasons:
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They did not like Latin •••••••••••••••••••••••• 24%

Especially Vergil •.•••••••••••••••••• 36%

18%.......................

Especially in French ................. 26%

Especially in Spanish ................ 8%

Especially" in Greek .................. 2%

Especially in German • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2~{,

languages •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 40%

Especially Cicero •••..••••••••••.••••• 7r;b

Especially Caesar •.•••••••••••••••••• 3%

Latin took too much time

I liked Latin ........•....•. ~ .....•...••..••... 57%

I found it helpful in English •••••••••••••••••• 48%

Especially in vocabulary ••••••••••••• 24%

Especially in grammar •.••.••••••••••• 10%

Especially in literature ••••••••••••• 3%

Especially in spelling •.••••••••••••• 2%

Especially in rhetoric ••••••••••••••• 1%

I had to have it for college entrance •••••••••• 45%

I found it helped me in the study of other

The pupils were also asked to give the chief reasons

why some of their" friends Who began the study the Latin with

them had not continued the subject. The four chief reasons

given were:

They found Latin too difficult ....•.••••••••••• 55%

They considered Latin of little or no value •••• 14%

In the Swan study, based upon answers re turned by 505

college freshmen from 24 colleges who were studying Latin f~r

the fifth year", the reasons given and percentages are as follows:
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I expected to teach Latin ••••••••••.••••••••••••• 27%

Teachers or principals advised it •.•••••.•••.••• 24%

Latin was easier for me than some other subjects. 24%

Parents or guardian ins isted •••••••••••••••••••• 21%

I had to have it for graduation from school ..... 11%

The four chief reasons given as responsible for the fact

that some of their friends who began the study of Latin with

them had not continued the subject were:

They found Latin too difficult ••.••.•....••.•••• 70%

They thought Latin not practical •••.•.••.....••• 27%

Latin took too much time •••••••••••••••••••••••• 24%

They did not like Latin •.••••••••••••••••••••••• 20%



III. mE PROBLEM

A. The Problem Defined

In this study the problem is to learn whether college

students who have had training in high school Latin do better

work than college students who have not had Latin as a part

of their high school training.

B. Procedure

Since in most previous studies concerning Latin and non

Latin students, no intelligence ratings were used, because

they were made before intelligence testing was begun on a

large scale, it was thought be st to obtain records from the

Indiana State Teachers College registrar1s office, and to use

only the names of students who had done work since the intel

ligence testing movement had got under way; therefore this

course of acticn was pursued.

In the case of many previous studies, complaints have

arisen that when the marks of Latin students were higher in

sUbjects other than Latin that this was 'not due to the good

obtained directly or indirectly from the study of Latin, but

to the fact that the Latin students were of superior mental

make-up in the first place.

To avoid that situation in this study, two groups, each

consisting of one hundred students, who were matched evenly

in intelligence were selected for the purpose of comparing

their scholarship records. Most of the students whose records

are to be considered were high school students from lndiana

28
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high schools, but some of them we re grad~ te s of high schools

in Illinois.

The size of the high school attended was not considered

in selecting the names for either group, nor was any attempt

made to select two groups of high intelligence rating. In

fact as soon as two students of eq,ual ability, whether high

or low, were found, their names were included in the lists of

names. Thus in each group may be found students from both

large and small schools.

Neither was the q,uestion of sex taken into consideration

in the choice of persons for the study, both males and females

being chosen, if they met the req,uirements. The actual lists

which were obtained contain a slightly larger percentage of

males than of females.

Vfuile no attempt was made in gathering data to get stu-

dents who had earned credits in two or more years of high

school Latin, the list comprises only three students of only

one year1s study of the subject.

The following studies have been made from the data gathered.

1. A study relating to the general scholarship index of

the two groups, in which credits earned or failures made were

considered. The scholarship index was computed in this manner.

The letter grades A, B, 0, D, and F (failure) were given a

numerical value as follows: A =4, B = 3, 0 = 2, D =1, F = o.
~fter finding the sum of these numbers, this sum was divided

by the number of hours attempted, thus obtaining the scholar

ship index. In th.is study the reader must not, therefore con

fuse scholarship index with grades in per cent, as scholarship
.•
I
~..< " ,. I
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index is usually much lower than percentile marks. To inter

pret schol~rship index on a basis of letter marks, consider

A as scholarship index of 100, B's as index of 75, .0' s as in

dex of 50, and DIs as index of 25.

2. In this study a comparison is made of the scholarship

index of the tViO groups in English, to see whether the ob

jective of English improvement is valid for the teaching of

Latin.

3. A study of the data was made by comparing the groups

in mathematics to learn whether the study of Latin contributes

to the development of habits of sustained attention and logical

thinking.

4. A study was made by comparison of the two groups in

science to see whether the Latin students had higher scholar

ship in this branch of learning, through a better understanding

of Latin.

5. Since one of the objectives in good Latin teaching is

oonsidered that of increasing the ability to learn other foreign

languages a comparison was made of the success of the two groups

in foreign language.

6. Social studies is another sUbjeot in which comparisons

of the Latin and non-Latin groups has been made, as it is

thought the large number of Latin words ocourring in this sub

jeot should make it somewhat easier to understand by the Latin

group.

7. Since habits of sustained effort and of increased

abili tyarethought to be engendered by the study of Latin, a

stuay, of the number of withdrawals from college in the Latin

and non-Latin. groups has been made.
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8. An attempt was made to see what new light a study

made from the standpoint of sex would give.

C. Comparisons of Latin and Non-Latin Groups

1. A comparison of the general scholarship index of

the two groups indicates only a fair chance of general schol

arship improvement by the study of Latin in high school, the

critical ratio indicating, as it does, that there are ninety

chances out of 100 that the true difference in favor of the

Latin students is greater than zero.

2. A comParison of the two groups in English scholar

ship index, as could be expected from other studies, gives

more excellent results than comparison in general scholar

ship index. The critical ratio is 4.73, indicating that in

100 cases out of 100 that the true difference in favor of

the Latin students is greater than zero.

3. A comparison of the foreign language scholarship

index of the two groups in Indiana state Teachers College

shows that students who had had Latin in high school made

aome better progress than those who had not. The improve-

ment, however, was not as marked, the critical ratio being

only.ll, ind.icating that in 53 chances out of 100 the true

difference in favor of the Latin students is greater than

zero •

.4 •. In a comparison of scholarship index in social stud

ies between Latin and non-Latin students, the statistics show

much favor to the Latin group as the critical ratio is 4.62,

indicating that in 100 chances out of 100 there should be a
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higher scholarship index in social studie,s for students who

studied Latin in high school.
!

5. A comparison in scholarship index in mathematics

between Latin and non-Latin students was surprisingly in

favor of the Latin students, the critical ratio being 4.22,

indicating that in 100 chances in 100 the high school Latin

students do better in college mathematics. It is believed

that this is due to habits of sustained effort which have

been developed by their hard work on Latin assignments in

their high school work. It would seem that the student who

avoids the hard subjects in high school and then does solid

subjects, such as mathematics, in college, is more likely

to make a lower grade in them than if he had done some of

the harder SUbjects in high school.

6. A comparison of the Latin and non-Latin groups in

oollege'science reveals all the claims of superiority for

the Latin group. The critical ratio is the highest in favor

of the Latin group of all.' of the separate stUdies, being,

as it is, 6.38 which indicates that there will be 100 chances

in 100 cases for making higher grades in college science if

the student has had Latin in high school.

7. A comparison of the intelligence of the males and

females in this stUdy gives a critical ratio of 5.83 which

indicates that in 100 chances out of 100 that the true dif-

ferenoe in favor of the females is greater than zero.



Chances in
No. Standard Difference In Critical 100 that
o'f Means Deviation or Favor Ratio true dir.
Cases Means at is grea ter

than zero

General Scholarship ~

Index
Latin 100 48 .15 1. 1 •42 21.09 :1:1.00 3.70::tl.97 Latin 1.88 90

.' Non.-Latin 100 44.45 ±'1.38 20.40 ...... 98
;

English Schelarship
'::Iiidex

~Latin 97 45.30± 1.73 25 .28 .± 1.22 11.39 :t 2 .4~ Latin 4.73 100
Non-Latin 97 33.91± 1.68 24.55 ± 1.19

Foreign Language
Scholarship Index

Latin 18 47 .:± 4.14 26 •03 j: 2. 93 .83 ±-7. 78 Latin .11 53
Non-Latin 12 46.13 ± 6.59 33.87 :t.4.66

Social Studies
Scholarship Index

14.63 ±3.17Latin 51 47.781. 2.08 22 •05 :r 1 .47 Latin 4.62 100
Non-Latin 52 33.15 ± 2.39 25.56 -:± 1.69

Mathematics Scholar-
ship Index

Latin 24 43.04::3.77 27 .39 ~ 2.69 18.31 ±..4. 34 Latin 4.22 100
Non-Latin 33 24. 73 -±.. 2.15 18.30'± 1.52

Science Scholarship
Index

Latin 88 54.95'± 1.61 22.41 ± 1.14 14.30 '!: 2.24 Latin 6.38 100
Non-Latin 74 40.65 ± 1.56 19 .84 :± 1.10

~~:"~__~l:~';""~-''''''~'.A'' ...

TABLE I

COMPARISONS OF LATIN AND NON-LATIN GROUPS
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Latin Non-Latin
Fig. 1

A Comparison in General Scholarship Index for
the Two Groups

Mean 48.15 ± 1.42 Mean 44.45 t 1.38
Difference of means in favor of Latin 3.70 !:.1.97
Critical Ratio 1.88
Chances 90 in 100 that true difference is greater

than zero
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Fig. 2

A Comparison Between the Two Groups in English
Scholarship Index

Mean 45.30'± 1.73 Mean 33.91 -I- 1.68
Difference of means in favor of Latin 11.39'!:. 2.41
Critical Ratio 4.73

Ohances 100 in 100,that the true difference is
greater than zero
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Latin Non-Latin
Fig. 3

A Comparison Hetween the Two Groups in Foreign
Language Scholarship Index

Mean 47 + 4.14 Mean 46.13 ±6.59

Difference of means in favor of Latin .83 +- 7.78
Critical Ratio .11
Chances 53 in 100 that true differences is greater

than zero

at~n ln
Fig. 4

A Comparison Between the Two Groups in Social
Studies Scholarship Index

Mean 47.78 r 2.08 Mean 33.15 + 2.39
Difference of means in favor of Latin 14.63~ 3.17
Critical Ratio 4.62
Chanoes100 in 100 that the true difference is

greater than zero
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Fig. 6

A Comparison Between the Two Groups in Science
Scholarship Index

Mean 54.95+ 1.61 Mean 40.65 ± 1.56
Difference of means in favor of Latin 14.30 -+ 2.24
Critical Ratio 6.38
Chances 100 in 100 that the true difference is

greater than zero

Fig. 5
A Comparison Between the Two Groups in Mathematics

Schola rsh ip Inetex
Mean 43.04.:t 3.77 Mean 24.73 + 2.15

Difference of means in favor of Latin 18. 31-±: 4.34
Critical Ratio 4.22
Chances 100 in 100 that the true difference is

greater than zero

Lat~n Non-Latin
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D. Correlations

1. The following correlations were made:

a. The correlation between amount of Latin in high

school and scholarship index was 0.1525 + 0.0659.

b. The correlation between amount of Latin and the

English scholarship index was 0.2270 ± 0.0650.

o. The correlation between ~nount of Latin and

foreign language index was -0.2343'±.. 0.1503.

d. The correlation between amount of Latin and the

scholarship inq.ex in science was 0.1033 ±.. 0.0756.

e. The correlation between the amount of high school

Latin and intelligence was 0.4127 ± 0.0560.

2. In summarizing the correlation results, the corre

lations were rather low to be significant in the following

studies:

a. Amount of high school Latin and scholarship

index in college.

b. Amount of high school Latin and scholarship in

dex in the follovnng subjects: English, foreign language

and sc ience •

c. There was high enough correlation between the

amount of high school Latin taken and intelligence ratings to

be significant. ~here was a stronger tendency for those having

high intelligence ratings to continue the subject longer.



IV. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

As a whole, this stuay basea on reliable data has provea

both interesting ana profitable. It is hopea that the resv~ts

will be of value to those interested in curriculum making ana

especially to the Latin teachers.

From an evaluation of the facts aiscussea in this stuay

the following conclusions seem warrantea:

1. That the study of Latin is conaucive to the develop

ment of general scholarship.

2. That.the study of Latin aids greatly the study of

~nglish especially in the development of better diction and

the understanaing of certain phrases of Latin derivation oc

curring in literature.

3. That the study of Latin aids in mathematics through

aeveloping habits of sustained attention.

4. That the study of Latin aids the understanding of

social stuaies.

5. That the study of Latin is of more value, perhaps,

to science students than to any other students because it

develops the study habit, and because science students en

counter many words of Latin origin.

6. That while this study does not strongly support a

close correlation between the amount of Latin and scholar

ship index in many subjects, nevertheless, a reading of the

results of some of the previous studies heretofore mentioned

in this study, vall make it clear that a knowledge of Latin

does materially aia in definite phases of certain subjects.
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7. That the tEaching of Latin should be continued in

secondary schools, and that colleges are justified in re-
,

quiring it for entrance.

8. That since the study reveals that more good is de-

rived in the first t~o years· study of Latin t tHO years'

work should be demanded for high school students, and any

other study of the subject should be optional with the student.

9. That another study of this l1..ature in which tHO groups

of the same sex and of the same initial ability were compared,

would be interesting.
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1 M I 40 50 ! None 31 I, \
I 2,4 \.1None \ None'), 0\\,

"

2 F 37 41 None None None 25 36 0

3 M 25 0 Non,e 41 0 25 12 2

4 M 0 0 None 0 None None 12w 2

5 F 50 25 None None None 25 12 0

6 M 53 25 None 52 None 50 60 2

7 M 32 0 None None None 37 24 0
•

8 F 81 81 None 100 None None 36 2

9 M 42 0 None None None 0 12 0

10 M 25 25 None None None None 36 0

11 M 61 58 None 62 75 None 42 2

12 F 54 18 None. 81 None None 42 2

13 M 28 0 None 25 None None 36 0

14 F 92 75 None None None None 42 0

15 M .03 0 None 0 0 0 24 0

If) ]II 69 33 None 62 41 None 72 0
-

17 F 45 25 None 75 31 None 66 3

18 F 33 25 None 75 None None 18 2
; ....

19 F 34 12 None 5? None 12 36 2

20 II[ 57 28 None 62 0 65 156 0
,.

~: "J

~~ II[ 42 If) None 25 25 75 162 0
"

i..r,. 't . .-~,

B. Tables

TABLE n
DATA SHEET
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TABLE II (Continued),

,

22 M 39 21 None 43 None None 108 a
23 M 25 None None None 50 a 12w a
24 M a a None 0 None None 36w a
25 M 21 12 None 37 12 None 36 a
26 M 96 66 None None None None 78 a
27 M 21 10 None 50 None 8 96 a
28 F 38 41 None 33 None None 90w 0

29 F 37 50 None 37 None None 24w a
30 M 35 75 None 50 25 None 12w 0

31 M 43 40 None 40 33 33 114 0

32 M 52 45 None None None 50 132 a
33 F 38 37 None 25 None 60 108w 2

34 M 53 43 None 41 25 50 156 0

35 M 0 a None 0 None None 12w 3

36 M 52 45 None 40 None 41 144w 0

37 F 73 67 None 67 None 50 120 4

38 F 85 81 None 62 None 100 96 4

59 F 86 83 None 100 87 85 84 2

40 F 58 41 None 100 50 50 48 2

41 F 66 66 None None None None 56w 3

42 F 48 41 67 50 5

43 M 63 51 67 69 None None 120 0

44 M 0 0 0 0 0 a 12w 0

45 F .64 37 None 75 None 50 66w a
46 F i 45 53 None " 62 None 50 56w 2

,

~!1
" 14 34 18 Non«3 25 None 8 80 0
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TABLE n (Continued.)

t

48 M 31 45 37 25 9 40 90 4

49 M 42 50 None None None 50 84w 3

50 M 43 12 None 33 16 None 126 0

51 F 63 63 None 71 None 50 126 2

52 F 41 58 None 25 None 0 60w 0

53 M 30 5 None 46 None None 72 0

54 M 47 37 None 37 None None 36 0

55 M 23 25 12 22 None 16 102 4

56 M . 46 50 None 37 50 None 24w 2

57 M 50 58 None 25 50 50 74w 0

58 F 47 41 None None None None 108 0

59 M 12 1a None None 12 Ilone 25w 2

60 M 58 66 50 67 25 25 108 0

61 M 38 33 None None None None 36w 2

62 M 40 36 None 43 12 None 108 0

63 M 44 39 None 48 None 39 216 2

64 M 57 50 None 40 33 None 120 0

65 M 66 41 None 50 50 47 130 2

66 M 50 31 None 50 None 50 42 2
•

67 F 17 25 0 33 None None 24w 3

68 F 84 90 75 None None 80 174 0

69 F 40 40 None 53 None 20 12Ow 2

70 M 41 25 None 50 None 25 90 0

'n. IL 30 41 None 31 None None 36 0

,~ M 0 0 0 0 0 0 12w 0
y,.,. JI 6~i . 66 None 65 None 79 72w 2
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TABLE II (Oontinued) .

,

74 M 18 0 None None None None 12w 0

75 M: 50 37 None None None Nohe 72 0

76 M 25 None None None 25 None 6w 2

77 M: 30 25 None 50 None 25 72 0

78 M 40 31 None 50 0 0 60w 2

79 M 68 50 None 55 25 None 132 . 0

80 F 47 50 None 50 None 37 108 4

81 F 53 33 None None None 50 48 2

82 M 57 20 None 72 None 41 150w 0

83 M 73 65 None 62 None 68 126 0
,.

84 M 28 21 None 32 None 0 80 0

85 F 44 75 None 50 62 12 24 0

86 F 58 56 63 50 65 50 114 3

87 M 33 8 None 30 None None 48 0

88 M 53 16 None 33 37 None 114 0

89 M 72 66 None 62 None 87 54 2

90 M 25 10 None 29 None 0 108 0

91 F 59 50 79 50 None 58 168 2

92 M 36 10 25 52 None 31 108 2

93 M 58 None None 100 25 None 24w 2

94 M 64 50 None 50 None 50 108 0

95 1'1 57 50 None 58 50 None 48 0

.96 F 81 66 None .None None 100 36 2

97 . :M 89 91 None None None None . 24 2
i

9.a •. F 47 31 100 43 37 45 108 0
: , i

99 F , 43 50 None -None i None- 25 144 3
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TABLE IT (Continued)

'r .
100 F 68 87 None None None None 24 0

101 F 42 100 50 None None None 18 1

102 F 65 87 None None None None 24 3

103 F 56 60 None 66 None 50 96 2

104 F 38 0 None None None None 24w a
105 F 80 83 None 86 None None 78 . 4

106 F 70 54 100 54 .:None 79 60 2

107 F 56 75 None 62 None None 24 3

108 F 55 37 None None None None 30 0

109 F 82 83 None None None None 156 a

110 F 75 75 None None None None 24 2

III M 45 37 None 41 None None 60 0

112 M 35 25 None 40 25 37 96 a
113 M 36 25 None 33 43 None 120 a

114 F 66 73 83 64 None 58 144 0

115 F 83 100 75 75 None None 12 3

116 M 69 56 None 63 None 50 108 2

117 ¥ 45 12 None 25 : 2.5 N,one 36 a

118 F 30 25 0 50 None None 24 a

119 F 54 63 :None None None None 60 4

120 M 68 65 50 69 41 65 144 3

121 F '17 83 75 75 None 75 36 2

].22 ! 93 100 None None None None 12 a
.' .

123 M. 69 75 None 75 None None 24 3

3.t~~' ~.. 6Q .58 Non~ 50 None 25 120 0

~.~§ • 70 SO 8~ 75 None None. 36 3
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TABLE II (Continued).

'"

126 F 27 8 None 21 0 25 J,20w 0

127 F 62 75 None None None None 144 2

128 F 44 25 None 31 None 33 84w 0

129 F 57 58 None 75 None 60 150 2

130 M 35 0 None 50 None None 24 0

131 F 24 18 None 27 None 25 144 1

132 F 31 31 45 29 None 25 144 0

133 M 54 33 None 35 None None 72 2

134 M 43 25 None 37 None None 24w 0

135 F 25 25 None 25 None None 24w 2

136 M 37 25 None None None None 12w 2

137 M 25 0 None None None None 12w 2

138 M 57 37 None 56 58 75 72 0

139 F 25 50 0 None None None 66 0

140 F 50 70 None 25 None 33 78w 2

141 M 15 18 None 15 None 37 60w 0

142 F 62 '72 None 56 None none 108 2

143 M 78 85 None 83 100 62 96 4

144 M 53 37 None 69 41 37 114 0

145 F 64 37 None 75 None 61 126 0

146 F 16 8 , None 25 None None 36w 2

147 M 45 38 Hbne 51 None 18 162 2

148. M 61 . 50 45 69 71 25 168 2

149 :M \ 55 33 None 50 None None 60 2

'ISO 'F 34· 41 None 25 None 25 30 2

l:.51 F
.

'38 ' 89 ~!ro~e 50 50 50 108 2,,

152 F 65 62 60 50 None 70 114 0



TABLE I1 (Continue~)

,

163 F 81 ' 100 75 75 83 75 36 2
",

154 M 95 100 None 93 None 100 36w 0

155 F 68 64: None None None 66 78 4

166 F 25 25 None 20 None None 48 0

167 F 73 None None 75 None None 24 0

158 F 78 50 None None None None 36w· 0

159 F 69 62 60 75 None 70 114 0

160 M 62 37 None 65 None 60 120 0

161 F 32 20 None 50 None None 54 2

162 F 68 50 None None None 50 120 0

163 M 0 0 None None None 0 12w 2

164 :M 26 8 None 25 19 12 138 0

165 M 12 25 0 0 None None 24w 2

166 M 21 13 None 16 8 None 150 0

16'1 M 17 0 None 25 None None 72 3

168 M 20 0 None 25 None None 36w 0

169 M 38 56 None 56 25 25 66 2

1'10 '. M 5 0 None 25 26 0 30 0

171 F 42 18 None 50 None 40 132 2

1'12 M 19 0 None 37 None None 42 0

1'13 M 55 37 None 25 25 None 126 2

1'14 )I 35 30, None 43 None None 78 0

... ~.79 .. M 4 0 None 0 None None 18w 2

1'16 M 25 0 None 0 None 0 12w 0

177 F 49 ,35 None 50 None 43 126 2

17a F 2S 12 None 34 None None 96 0
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TABLE II(Concluded.}

.
179 14 16 0 None 50 .. ~Noile None 12w 2

180 M 33 15 None 38 None 0 138 0

181 14 41 37 None 50 None 37 54 2

182 14 34 25 25 50 50 34 66 3

183 F 25 37 37 0 33 25 36 2

184 M 60 37 None 60 None 37 126· 2

185 F 33 0 None None None None 12 2

186 F 31 50 None 25 None None 12w 3

187 F 41 None None None None None 12w 0
.

188 M 25 12 None 30 0 37 96 0

189 14 31 25 None 50 0 None 36w 2

190 M 66 63 None None None 41 108 4

191 M 46 25 None 0 None None 48 1

192 F 33 30 None 37 None 0 78w 3

193 F 48 25 None 41 None 50 114 2

194 M 42 50 None None 0 0 24 0

195 M 39 75 None 45 None 33 114 2

196 M 48 37 None 50 None None 48 0

197 M 19 25 None 30 None None 36 3

198 M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

199 M 66 55 33 83 None None 120 2

200 M 72 65 None 56 None 68 138 2
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TABLE III

WITHDRAWAIlS IN HIGH SCHOOL LATIN COURSES

AMONG THE 200 S'fUDENTS IIDLUDED

IN THI S STUDY

I-Year 2-Years 5-Years 4-Years No
Latin Latin Latin Latin Latin

Number of Boys 1 36 8 4 68

Number of Girls 2 32 11 6 32

The above table indicates a slight tendency on the part

of boys to discontinue the study of Latin in high school.

This tendency becomes still stronger in college, and the final

number of men who major in Latin to become teachers of this

subjeot is very small in comparison with the number of women

who major in it. This can easily be observed by visiting

college Latin classes, or by visiting the classical section

of the State Teachers Association.
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TABLE IV

..A DOUBLE 'lIABLE SHOWING A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE,

~WO GROUPS IN GENEHAL SCHOLARSHIP INDEX AND

INENGLI SH SCHOLARSHIP INDEX

Scholarship Index c ,~~l,rsnl.p l!jng.Ll.sn
Iia"tl.n .Non-La"tl.n Latl.n ~on-La'tl.n

95 to 100 2 3 2

90 to 95 2 1 1

85 to 90 3 2 1

80 to 85 5 2 5 1

75 to 80 3 1 5 3

70 to 75 5 2 2 1

65 to 70 10 7 7 3

60 to 65 6 6 4 2

55 to 60 9 7 6 3

50 to 55 7 8 10 10

45 to 50 9 6 1 2

40 to 45 8 13 5 6

35 to 40 7 10 8 11

'30 to 35 10 9 8 5

25 to 30 5 12 14 11

20 to 25 2 4 1 3

).5 to 20 5 3 3 5

10 to 15 2 3 8

5 to 10 1 1 4

" a ~o 5 4 5 8 15
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TABLE V

A TABLE SHOWING A COMPARI SON OF MALES AND

FEMALES IN SCHOLARSHIP INDEX

Scholarship Index Males Fems.les

. 95 to 100 2

90 to 95 2

85 to 90 1 2

80 to 85 '7

75 to 80 1 2

70 to '75 4 3

65 to 70 9 8

qO to 65 6 6

55 to 60 8 '7

50 to 55 11 6

45 to 50 '7 8

40 to 45 13 8

35 to 40 11 6

I
30 to 35 10 9

I 25 to 30 11 6I
II 20 to 25 5 1
f

15 to 20 6 2

10 to 15 2

5 to 10 1

0 to 5 9



'fABLE VI

A TABLE SHOWING A COMPARISON BETVlliEN MALES

AND FEMALES IN TNTELLIGENCE RATINGS

Intelligence Rating Males FeIll9.1es

95 to 100 5 3

90 to 95 1 3

85 to 90 2 4

80 to 85 3 3

75 to 80 2

70 to 75 1 3

65 to 70 3 5

60 to 65 1 2

55 to 60 6 5

50 to 55 3 4

45 to 50 3 5

40 to 45 5 6

35 to 40 10 8

30 to 35 7 4

25 to 30 14 6

20 to 25 10 5

15 to 20 11 4

10 to 15 11 4

5 to 10 6 3

0 to 5 15 4

52
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TABLE VII

~ TABLESH:OWING A COMPARIOON BETWEEN SCHOLARSHIP

INDEX IN SCIENCE, AND THE AMOUNT OF LATIN

TAKEN IN HI GH SCHOOL

Scholarship Index .1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years
in Science , Latin Latin Latin Latin

95 to 100 4

90 to 95

85 to 90 1

80 to 85 2 1

75 to 80 4 4

70 to 75 1

65 to 70 3 2 1

60 to 65 5 1 1

55 to 60 4

50 to 55 16 1 1

45 to 50 2

40 to 45 2

35 to 40 2 1

30 to 35 2
- .

25 to 30 1 5 2 1
;

,
1 120 to 25

.

15 to 20

10 to 15
,- ,

5 to 10 i

, -

0 to'5 1 4 1
! '\ '. "

J
;,

,
I

_', ;."0'.,,, >.~. - •• " ,. '.~- ~_"'. • ' , '".0:-,,,.1",
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TABLE VIII

A, COMPARISON 'BETWEEN FOREIGN LANGUAGE SCHOLARSHIP

I:NDEX AND THE AMOUNT OF LATIN TAKEN

IN HIGH SCHOOL

Scholarship Index 1 Year 2 years 3 Years 4 Yearsin Foreign
Language Latin Latin Latin Latin

95 to 100 1 1

90 to 95

85 to 90

80 to 85 1 1

'75 to 80 3 1 4

'70 to '75

65 to '70

60 to 65 1 1

55 to 60

50 to 55 1 1 2

45 to 50 1 1

40 to 45

35 to 40 1 2

30 to 36 1 1

25 to 30 1 1 2

20 to 25
"

15 to 20

10 to ;15 1

5 to 10
'. " ,~" ••-> ..>~",~ .'.- . -...... .,

o to 5 1 1 2
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TABLE IX

A COMPARISON 'BETWE1£N GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP I:NDEX.
AND AMOUNT OF IATIN TAKEN IN HIGH SCHOOL.

Soho1arsh1p Index 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years
Latin Latin Latin Latin

95 to 100

90 to 95

85 to 90 2 1

80 to 85 3 1 1

75 to 80 2 1

70 to 75 3 1 1

65 to 70 4 4 2

60 to 65 6

55 to 60 7 2

50 to 55 6 1

45 to 50 1 5 1 1

40 to 45 1 5 3

35 to 40 7

30 to 35 6 3 1

25 'to 30 5

20 to 25 1 1

15 to 20 2 3

10 to 15 2

5 to 10

o to 5 3 1

.



Soholarship Index 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years
in English Latin Latin Latin Latin

95 to 100 1 1 1

90 to 95 1

85 to 90 1 1

80 to 85 3 2

75 to 80 3 2

70 to 75 2

65 to 70 4 2 1

60 to 65 2 2

55 to 60 5 2

50 to 55 4 3 2

45 to 50 1

40 to 45 4 1

35 to 40 8

30 to 35 7 1

25 to 30 1
, 8 4 1

20 to 25 1

15 to 20 1 2 I

10 to 15 3

5 to 10 , 1

0 to 5 7 2
,

"
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TABLE X

A, CO:M:FARISON 'BETWEEN ENGLISH SCHOLARSHIP INDEX AND

AMOUNT OF LATIN frAKEN IN RIGEl: SCHOOL
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TABLE XI

A COMPAHI SON BETWEEN IN1'ELLI GENCE RATINGS AND,

AMOUNT OF LATIN IJ.'AKEN IN HIGH SCHOOL

Intelligence Rating 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years
Latin Latin Latin Latin

95 to 100 2 1 1

90 to 95 1 1

85 to 90 1

80 to 85 3 2

75 to 80 1

70 to 75 1 1

65 to 70 3 1

60 to 65 1

55 to 60 5 1

50 to 55 2 1

45 to 50 1 1 3

40 to 45 1 1 1

35 to 40 1 7 3

30 to 35 4 1

25 to 30 9 1

20 to 25 7 2

15 to 20 6 2

10 to 15 7

5 to 10 1 4

0 to 5 7 1
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TABLE XII

A DOUBLE TABLE 'SHOWING A COMPARlOON BET\VEEN THE LATIN

AND NON-LATIlif GROUPS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND IN

SCIENCE

Scholarship Index Foreign Language Science
J:Jatin iNon-Latin Latin Non-LatJ.n

95 to 100 1 1 4

90 to 95 1

85 to 90 1

80 to 85 1 1 3

'75 to 80 4 1 8 4

'70 to '75 1 2

65 to '70 1 6 4

60 to 65 1 2 '7 4

55 to 60 4 3

50 to 55 2 1 19 11

45 to 50 1 1 2 1

40 to 45 2 11

35 to 40 2 3 4

30 to 35 1 2 11

25 to 30 2 10 11

20 to 25 1 2

15 to 20 2

10 to 15 1

5 to 10

o to 5 2 4 5 6

) ,,"" : '..
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